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PUBLIÉ EN FRANÇAIS SOUS LE TITRE :
Lauréats 2016-2017 du prix Ken Spencer pour l’innovation en enseignement et en apprentissage

Founded in 1891, the Canadian Education Association (CEA) is a network of passionate educators advancing ideas for greater student and teacher engagement in public education. CEA does this by conducting research and spreading useful ideas through its Education Canada Magazine, professional learning events, website and social media channels; supporting education systems to be more adaptive to the rapidly changing needs of all learners to reverse the trends of students ‘tuning out’ of their learning opportunities.

www.cea-ace.ca
The Canadian Education Association (CEA) is proud to share summaries and contact information from the seven Ken Spencer Award winners – From an elementary school transformed into a vibrant mini-society, to students from different grades and cultural perspectives tackling complex problems facing their communities, these programs have won innovation awards because they empower young learners to understand how they can play a role in solving real-world challenges now, and in the future.

The 2016-2017 CEA Ken Spencer Awards recognize the benefits of team-teaching, multi-grade classrooms, and students connecting with local businesses, organizations and community institutions as supportive learning environments that break down cultural barriers. These programs encourage students’ self-discovery that there’s more to life – and to their futures – than getting good grades.

CEA’s Ken Spencer Award for Innovation in Teaching and Learning was established with the generous contribution of Dr. Ken Spencer to recognize and publicize innovative work that is sustainable and has the potential of being taken up by others; to encourage a focus on transformative change in schools; and to provide profile for classroom innovation within school districts, schools, and the media.

Dr. Ken Spencer was a past CEA Director and retired CEO and co-founder of Creo Products. In 2011, he was inducted as a business laureate of the British Columbia Hall of Fame. Since 2009, he has generously donated the financial awards for CEA’s Ken Spencer Award for Innovation in Teaching and Learning.
Imagine a school where children experience math by having jobs, paying taxes and running businesses that sell everything from smoothies to clothing to dreamcatchers; a place where students study logic and law by taking their peers to court and fining them in the school’s currency; a place where kids come to understand politics by drawing up their own constitution, and drafting their own bills and laws; a place where these laws are enforced by the Royal Aspen Micro Police (RAMP). Imagine a school where citizenship is not just a character pillar that is talked about, but a continuous experience in playing with the building blocks of modern society. The Aspen Heights MicroSociety is just such a place.

MicroSociety is embedded into the daily program of this K-5 school and is learning-by-doing at its finest. It’s a thriving, modern-day, mini-country – complete with an elected government, entrepreneurial hub, non-profit organizations, consumer marketplace, courts, police, university/college and community gathering spaces – created and managed by students and facilitated by teachers and community mentors. By making informed decisions in a safe and caring environment, students gain insight into what to expect in the real world of business and finance while honing their financial literacy, service learning, environmental awareness, community involvement, cultural appreciation and their health and wellness.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION**

**Braden Kilpatrick**, Principal
Aspen Heights Elementary School
email: braden.kilpatrick@rdpsd.ab.ca | tel: 403-347-2581
@ahmicrosociety

**Allan Baile**, Teacher/MicroSociety Program Coordinator
Aspen Heights Elementary School
email: allan.baile@rdpsd.ab.ca | tel: 403-347-2581
@ahmicrosociety | cell: 403-392-1196

---
SECOND PLACE – $3,000

Crossing Borders
Breaking down barriers between Canadian-born and newcomer students, one story at a time

Waterloo Collegiate Institute (Waterloo Region District School Board)
Waterloo, Ont.

Crossing Borders includes a performance tour group of Grade 9-12 newcomer and Canadian-born youth, raising awareness about the unique challenges facing refugees, immigrants, and international students by sharing their stories through spoken word, film, drama, documentary, dance and music. Creative pieces, designed to break down barriers are developed in a collaborative and safe learning space. Student courage and the trust of newcomer parents make it possible for traumatized youth to find their voices and thus gain a sense control and direction which helps them not only adjust to their new learning environment, but thrive.

With over 100 performances so far, audiences have been moved by this first-hand exposure to the lived experience of newcomers. Crossing Borders has become a persuasive force in advocating for equity and policy decisions concerning these newcomer students, who also gain confidence and public speaking skills as they make important community connections. This sense of validation increases their resilience, improves their mental health, and has broken down this high school's cultural barriers, where diverse students bond, share experiences and work together on meaningful projects.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Heidi Kolb, Principal
Waterloo Collegiate Institute
email: heidi_kolb@wrdsb.on.ca | tel: 519-884-9590
@ahmicrosociety

Lynn Schulze, Teacher
Waterloo Collegiate Institute
email: lynn_schulze@wrdsb.on.ca | tel: 226-972-3882
e-mail: crossingbordersprogram@gmail.com

www.crossingbordersprogram.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FJ_v4TADADw
https://www.flickr.com/photos/147122251@N07/
The Flexible Studies Program includes 60 Grade 9 & 10 students collaborating all afternoon, all year. Operated as a school within a school, the Flex model uses a team-teaching approach to integrate multiple subjects simultaneously into authentic learning situations. Students explore their own ideas and questions in meaningful, relevant ways, working together for the good of our society. To do this, Flex collaborates with local cultural institutions and businesses so that students can examine timely issues such as oceans and climate change, food security and sustainability, and Indigenous Ways of Knowing and Being, all in the context of advocating for political change. This is an inquiry learning model of what innovative teaching and learning can look like embedded in a traditional high school, where both teachers and students are challenged to take learning risks with each other to better understand themselves and their community.

Reynolds Secondary School (School District #61 Greater Victoria)
Victoria, B.C.

http://www.flexiblestudies.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eh3HCZaYNiw
https://youtu.be/THnuozXB5Bo
http://www.flexiblestudies.com/photos.html

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Tom Aerts, Principal
Reynolds Secondary School
email: taerts@sd61.bc.ca | tel: 250-479-1696

Brad Cunningham, Teacher/Flexible Studies Department Head
Reynolds Secondary School
email: bcunningham@sd61.bc.ca | tel: 250-588-3346
@brad_cunningham @FlexStudies
HONOURABLE MENTION – $1,000

Caledonia Tech and Innovation Program
Essential skill-building for tomorrow’s work world

Caledonia Regional High School (Anglophone East School District)
Hillsborough, N.B.

In this small innovative rural high school, every student enrolls in technology and skilled trades programs to prepare for future careers, citizenship and life-long learning. Using a Universal Design for Learning assessment model, teachers follow curriculum closely, but view it only as a first step to providing a more enriching learning experience, which includes student conversations, observations and the products that they create as evidence of their learning. With Canada’s first Dronography program embedded into Grade 8-12 courses, the only program to create Apple iOS apps using XCode and Swift in Atlantic Canada, and a Tiny House Skilled Trades Program for school community customers, each of the diverse learning experiences available also provides students with invaluable future labour market skills.

http://www.bbtnb.com/blog/sail-the-7-cs-with-minecraft-ee
http://www.bbtnb.com/blog/modern-assessment-using-fresh-grade
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Upkq61AcKhc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wxXJHf3HedA&t=613s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6HuJTdv_ziU

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Richard Daley, Technology Coordinator
Anglophone East School District
e-mail: richard.daley@nbed.nb.ca | tel: 506-856-3222
@Daleyman

Ben Kelly, Teacher
Caledonia Regional High School
e-mail: benjamin.kelly@nbed.nb.ca | tel: 506-734-3710
@BBTNB
HONOURABLE MENTION – $1,000

Surrey Academy of Innovative Learning (SAIL)

Building, creating and designing at school, home and in the community

Surrey Schools, School District #36
Surrey, B.C.

This K-7 Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Mathematics (STEAM) blended learning program relies on the support of parents and the community to help students – who haven’t thrived in a traditional school setting – to learn in ways that work best for them and at their own pace. This includes a learn-from-home day once a week, where parents – with teacher support – guide their children’s learning journey through online work, field trips, and by setting up community-based business mentorships. The SAIL teaching team recognizes the importance of empowering parents and students, of nurturing a sense of empathy and belonging in their school, and they take great pride as they see the students begin to thrive in this challenging enriched academic environment.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Shelley Brett, Principal
Surrey Academy of Innovative Learning (SAIL) K-7
email: brett_s@surreyschools.ca | tel: 604-596-8561
@shelleytbrett

Margaret Westaway, Teacher
Surrey Academy of Innovative Learning (SAIL)
email: westaway_m@surreyschools.ca | tel: 604-596-8561
@MargaretOW

https://sailacademy.ca/programs/steam-k7/  http://mslirenmansroom.blogspot.ca/
HONOURABLE MENTION – $1,000

École Victoria-Albert School Makerspace
The joy of student design, creation and learning

École Victoria-Albert School (Winnipeg School Division)
Winnipeg, Man.

This inner-city school library was transformed into a Learning Commons Makerspace, which has provided meaningful hands-on learning opportunities for the majority English-as-an-additional-language student population in this ethnically diverse school community. Students work independently and plan their own learning using a variety of Maker materials, from cardboard to Lego robotics for engaging opportunities to think critically and creatively about their given challenge. Teacher debriefings after every Makerspace activity represent a crucial component for their own continuous learning and improvement. By listening to and learning from their students, teachers are providing relevant opportunities for problem solving and deep learning, which is equitable and empowering for all.

http://blogs.winnipegsd.ca/vicallearningcommons/
http://blogs.winnipegsd.ca/rsanguin/
https://www.flickr.com/gp/150126389@N08/6168vs

FOR MORE INFORMATION

Nelia Husack, Principal
École Victoria-Albert School
email: nhusack@wsd1.org | tel: 204-943-3459

Renee Sanguin, Inquiry and Innovation Support Teacher
École Victoria-Albert School
email: rsanguin@wsd1.org | tel: 204-298-8088
@reeneesVAmakers
HONOURABLE MENTION – $1,000
The Riverview Essentials and Extension Assessment Model
Students follow their passions while solving real problems for real people

Riverview High School (Anglophone East School District)
Riverview, N.B.

With classroom teachers redefining assessment and evaluation practices, students quickly begin to view learning as more than a course credit. The Riverview Essentials and Extension Assessment Model provides all students with many opportunities to learn the fundamental skills and knowledge in a course and then solve real local and global problems by working with local professionals to learn skills that expose them to real careers that they could choose to pursue. From exploring the complexities of urban planning while conserving local biodiversity, to helping refine disaster management plans or designing lanterns for light poor regions, students are learning about the tensions that arise at the intersection of economic growth, environmental sustainability, renewable energy and rapidly aging demographics. Classroom conversations have changed from: “How much is this assignment worth?” to: “What will I learn, how is it related to my future, and how can I follow my passion?”.

PROJECTS CREATED IN THIS PROGRAM:
http://www.lifelessonlearning.com/home
http://philanthropic-engineering.org

FOR MORE INFORMATION
Jason Reath, Principal
Riverview High School
email: jason.reath@nbed.nb.ca | tel: 506-856-3470
@AnglophoneEast

Chris Ryan, Teacher
Riverview High School
email: chris.ryan@nbed.nb.ca | tel: 506-856-3470
@Chris_L_Ryan